
Issue Date Time Duration Description of Programming
Politics 10/04/2014 0606 5:20 Fronteras: Groups Racing to Register Latinos for November 

Elections  --  It’s crunch time. The deadline to register to vote in the 
November general election is October sixth. The races getting the 
most attention in Texas include the race for governor and lieutenant 
governor. Across the nation and in Texas groups are working to 
register Latino voters. One of those groups is Latino Victory Project. 
President Cristóbal Alex tells us more about the project’s outreach 
efforts.

Politics 10/04/2014 0612 4:13 Fronteras: Two Latinas Hope To Shake Up Escondido Politics  --  
The demographics are a-changin’ in Escondido, California. The city’s 
Latino population has grown from 23 percent in 1990 to close to 50 
percent today. This election season, two Latinas are hoping to 
change the face of the city’s leadership, and shake up its long-
standing conservative politics. Jill Replogle reports.

Environment 10/04/2014 0619 3:23 Fronteras: Encinitas Resident Conserves Every Drop To Combat 
Climate Change  --  As government leaders debate new laws to 
combat climate change, it can be easy to feel little responsibility for 
your own carbon footprint. But not everyone sees it that way. KPBS 
reporter Claire Trageser (tre-geh-sir) tells us about two families using 
as little energy as possible in their homes. In the first of two parts, 
she profiles an Encinitas, California man on a mission to conserve.

Culture 10/04/2014 0622 3:00 Fronteras: Downtown Market With One Eye On The Past, One On 
The Future  --  There’s something happening in downtown San 
Antonio. TPR’s Arts and Culture Reporter Jack Morgan tells us about 
a market with one eye on the past, one on the future.

Culture 10/04/2014 0626 3:42 Fronteras: The Return of the Sul Ross Lobo Marching Band  --  After 
22 years, a tradition returned to Sul Ross State University's football 
field on September 20th. Reporter Marfa Public Radio's Paige Phelps 
has the story.

Health 10/04/2014 0630 29:00 Texas Matters:  Texas State Supported Living Centers Facing an 
Uncertain Future  --  Inside the San Antonio SSLC and problems with 
the Department of Justice, the Death of Sean Yates and the legacy 
of abuse at the Corpus Christi SSLC and the Sunset Commissions 
vs. the State Supported Living Centers.

Economy 10/11/2014 0606 3:09 Fronteras: Mexico Energy Reform: Border Pipeline Challenge  --  
Mexico’s oil and gas industry is about to open up to the rest of the 
world - and American oil and gas companies are eager to get a 
foothold in a market closed to outsiders since 1938. That’s when 
Mexico nationalized its oil and threw U.S. companies out. But before 
major exploration can take place, Mexico has to create an 
infrastructure to support it - roads and especially pipelines. And that’s 
where the challenges begin. From Chihuahua, Lorne Matalon 
reports.
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Health 10/11/2014 0610 5:31 Fronteras: Searching For Answers On Fetal Alcohol Syndrome  --  
New Mexico has some of the worst figures in the country for alcohol-
related illnesses and substance abuse. But there’s still a surprising 
amount of mystery around one of drinking’s most serious 
consequences—what happens to a baby when it’s exposed to 
alcohol in the womb. KUNM public health reporter Ed Williams brings 
this story about one family searching for answers.

Health 10/11/2014 0616 2:14 Fronteras: Vickery Meadow Neighborhood Reaction to Ebola Death  -
-  A little more than two weeks ago when Thomas Eric Duncan 
arrived in the U.S., he stayed at his girlfriend’s apartment in the 
Vickery Meadow neighborhood. The ethnically diverse community of 
immigrants and refugees who populate that area learned of his death 
by word of mouth and watching TV. KERA’s Stella Chavez talked to 
some of them.

Economy 10/11/2014 0619 2:00 Fronteras: State Climatologist to Ranchers: Careful With Your Water  
--  The State Climatologist spoke to a room full of ranchers from 
across the southwest on Thursday, with this message: careful how 
you use that water. Marfa Public Radio’s Travis Bubenik explains.

Health 10/11/2014 0621 3:25 Fronteras: South Texas Blood Bank Debuts New Technology To 
Help Young Donors  --  The South Texas Blood and Tissue Center 
has debuted sci-fi like technology to make blood donations easier for 
young donors. TPR’s Crystal Chavez visited a mobile blood bank at 
Madison High School to see how it works.

Environment 10/11/2014 0625 2:46 Fronteras: Public Access to Chinati Mountains State Natural Area 
Done Deal  --  In 1996, a large tract of land was donated to Texas 
Parks and Wildlife to create a new state park but it sat unused 
because of the surrounding private lands. Now the real estate 
acquisitions necessary to give Chinati Mountains State Natural Area 
in south Presidio County access to the public are finally done deals. 
Marfa Public Radio's Paige Phelps has this story.

Politics 10/11/2014 0630 7:00 Texas Matters:  Less than a month before Election Day, a federal 
judge struck down the controversial Texas’ voter identification law as 
unconstitutional.  U.S. District Judge Nelva Gonzales Ramos 
equated the law a poll tax due to the expense some incur to get the 
documents for the accepted forms of i.d. Ramos also said the law 
discriminates against minority voters and that discrimination was 
deliberate to suppress voting among minorities.  To get reaction we 
turn to Harvey Kronberg – editor of the Quorum Report.



Politics 10/11/2014 0637 7:00 Texas Matters:  Early voting in the coming general election begins on 
Monday October 20th. And at the top of the ticket in Texas is the 
race for Governor – Republican Greg Abbott – who is the state’s 
attorney general and Democrat Wendy Davis – a state senator from 
Fort Worth.  Dallas Public Radio KERA’s Shelley Kofler takes a look 
at how the candidates differ on education – and she also got an 
earful from frustrated parents, teachers and students.  This KERA 
report is part of a series of coordinated reports called Five Days in 
October in partnership with the Dallas Morning News and KXAS-TV. 
Over the next few days they will be publishing reports that dive into 
policy differences between the candidates. You can get more 
information on their website Keranews – dot -org.

Politics 10/11/2014 0645 7:00 Texas Matters:  Monday was the deadline to register to vote in 
Texas. And the state’s larger county election offices are reporting a 2 
percent increase in voter registration – which is interesting because 
this is a non-presidential year election which typically generates less 
enthusiasm. Some are taking that as a sign that the group 
Battleground Texas is making headway in changing voting patterns 
in Texas. Battleground Texas is led by veterans of the Obama 
presidential campaigns and is aligned with Wendy Davis. So is 
Texas getting ready to show on blue on election day?  According to 
Wayne Thorburn, don’t count on it – he doesn’t think Texas will turn 
blue for a long time – if ever. Thorburn is a former executive director 
of the Texas Republican Party and has written the book  “Red State: 
An Insider’s Story of How the G.O.P. Came to Dominate Texas 
Politics”   

Health 10/11/2014 0652 7:00 Texas Matters:  Ebola was once considered an obscure virus – 
confined to central Africa that didn’t pose much of a threat to the 
world. But that has since changed with the current outbreak that has 
killed almost 4 thousand people in West Africa and one in Texas. But 
research into finding ways to treat and beat Ebola is not new. As I 
found out this week when I visited the Texas Biomedical Research 
Institute in San Antonio – work on Ebola has been ongoing for over 
10 years. And that research frequently turns to monkeys for testing.

Border 10/18/2014 0606 3:40 Fronteras: How Would Greg Abbott And Wendy Davis Secure The 
Border?  --  This week, KERA, the Dallas Morning News and NBC 5 
produced a series of reports called Five Days in October. Each day 
they looked at where the leading candidates for Texas governor 
stand on specific issues. For Fronteras we’re going to hear the report 
on border security. Stella Chavez looks at how Republican Greg 
Abbott and Democrat Wendy Davis differ on deploying National 
Guard troops along the Texas border.

Immigration 10/18/2014 0610 2:57 Fronteras: From Darkness To Light - At The Heart Of The 
Immigration Crisis Are Stories Of Horror And Hope  --  Three families 
seeking asylum in the U.S. from Central America saw the outside of 
the Karnes County Residential Center for the first time in months on 
Tuesday.  Texas Public Radio's Ryan Loyd was there to document 
the moment when one of the women spoke about her journey.



Border 10/18/2014 0613 5:00 Fronteras: “The Border is Burning”  --  The Texas Mexico border is 
an area that generates plenty of headlines and also inspiration for 
fiction based on those headlines. Such is the case for the short story 
collection “The Border is Burning” by San Antonio writer Ito (E-toh) 
Romo. Texas Public Radio’s Yvette Benavides spoke to Romo about 
his book and his relationship with the border.

Culture 10/18/2014 0621 7:33 Fronteras: Animated 'Book Of Life' Celebrates Día De Los Muertos  --  
The Day of the Dead holiday is a chance for families to reminisce 
and  remember the lives of loved ones who’ve passed on. The idea 
of crossing over into some other kind of existence captured the 
imagination of animator Jorge (Spanish) Gutierrez. He created a 
three D film about the Day of the Dead. It’s Gutierrez’s first full- 
length feature and he managed to convince an Oscar winning 
Hollywood filmmaker to produce it. NPR’s Mandalit del Barco has 
their story, which first aired on npr’s Morning Edition earlier this 
week.

Health 10/18/2014 0630 10:00 Texas Matters:  Globally, there have been 45 hundred deaths from 
the current Ebola outbreak - and one in Texas.  Two nurses have 
contracted the virus while caring for Liberian Thomas Eric Duncan at 
the Dallas’ Texas Health Presbyterian Hospital.  The head of the 
hospital has since apologized for problems with that care and admits 
that mistakes were made.  That’s little comfort for the organization 
National Nurses United. They are calling for the protection of medical 
care givers with full protective gear, proper training on the gear and 
the implementation of a mandatory buddy system for nurses. Martha 
Kuhl is a registered nurse and the Co-President National Nurses 
United.

Health 10/18/2014 0640 9:00 Texas Matters:  One more example of incredible mistakes that has 
plagued the Ebola case in Texas is the flight of nurse Amber Vinson. 
Vinson flew from Dallas to Cleveland and back again. On the 
Monday return flight she had a temperature of 99-point-5. 
Nevertheless the CDC gave her permission to fly. There is little risk 
of infection for other passengers on those flights – but that’s little 
comfort for those passengers. And now it’s resulted in a Texas 
school district closing it’s schools. Belton ISD is near Temple Texas. 
Susan Kincannon is the Superintendent of Belton ISD.

Economy 10/18/2014 0649 10:00 Texas Matters:  Early voting begins on Monday for the mid-term 
elections and in Denton Texas, just north of DFW, there’s a 
referendum on the ballot that could ban fracking in their town. 
Fracking is shorthand for Hydraulic Fracturing – a drilling technique 
that has reignited the Texas energy sector. But in Denton fracking 
may have worn out its welcome. Cathy McMullen is a Denton 
resident and a leader in the Ban Facking referendum effort.



Crime 10/25/2014 0606 5:41 Fronteras: Fraternity Culture Linked To College Sexual Assault 
Problem  --  At San Diego State University, two alleged sexual 
assaults have taken place at fraternity parties since the beginning of 
September. At Cal State San Marcos, an entire fraternity is under 
investigation by the school for multiple sexual assault reports. 
Nationwide, sexual assaults are a common problem in the culture of 
fraternities and sororities. Fronteras reporter Angela Carone looks at 
how some Greeks are dealing with the issue of rape.

Environment 10/25/2014 0612 4:03 Fronteras: Rio Grande Expedition Raising Attention to Shrinking 
River  --  On Fronteras we’ve reported how the Rio Grande is losing 
water. One man thinks attempts to rescue this vital watershed are 
stymied by a lack of information. He’s on a seven-month trip on 
what’s left of the river. He hopes the information he gathers will spur 
serious discussion on rescuing a river that provides water to millions 
of people in the U.S. and Mexico. Lorne Matalon has this update on 
the Disappearing Rio Grande expedition.

Crime 10/25/2014 0618 4:00 Fronteras: Mexican Cartels Branch Into Fuel Theft, Threatening 
Energy Reform Gains  --  On Fronteras we’ve reported Mexico next 
year will open up its energy sector to foreign investors for the first 
time in more than seventy five years. Texas companies stand to 
make fortunes by unlocking oil and gas trapped in Mexican shale 
plays. Getting at those hidden riches, though, could prove not just 
expensive but dangerous. From Houston Public Media, Andrew 
Schneider reports.

Immigration 10/25/2014 0622 3:00 Fronteras: Church Donates to Fund to Bond Out Central American 
Families  --  The immigration law group, RAICES, received a large 
amount of cash for its bond fund to free Central American women 
and children from an immigration detention facility.  Hundreds of 
families are being held in Karnes County, southeast of San Antonio. 
Texas Public Radio's Ryan Loyd reports the 50-thousand dollar gift 
comes from a local church.

Immigration 10/25/2014 0625 4:00 Fronteras: Inaugural Poet Richard Blanco’s Memoir Discusses His 
Cuban Heritage and Mythic America  --  Richard Blanco was chosen 
as the fifth inaugural poet of the United States, becoming the 
youngest, first Latino, first immigrant and first gay writer to hold that 
honor. Blanco has a storied childhood, too, and he documents those 
early years in his memoir, "The Prince of Los Cocuyos." He talks 
about his memoir with TPR's Yvette Benavides.

Immigration 10/25/2014 0630 29:00 Texas Matters:  What’s Driving The Children of Honduras to Come to 
Texas?  --  A radio documentary investigating the increase in the 
number of immigrant refugees, many of them unaccompanied 
minors, that are turning up at the Texas-Mexico border. The greatest 
percentage of migrant youth are coming from Honduras.



Health 11/01/2014 0606 4:35 Fronteras: New Study Shows Genetic Trait May Reduce Breast 
Cancer Risk for Some Hispanic Women  --  Statistics show Hispanic 
women get breast cancer at lower rates compared to white and 
African-American women. Now, a new study led by The University of 
California, San Francisco points to a genetic trait that may protect 
some Latinas from breast cancer. Researchers say this genetic 
variant originates from indigenous Americans.  The study shows 
Latinas that inherit the variant are about forty percent less likely to 
develop breast cancer. Lindsey Mette (Met-tah) is a genetic 
counselor at the UT Health Science Center San Antonio. She works 
with people who have a personal history or family history of cancer. I 
spoke to her this week to learn more about the significance of the 
study.

Immigration 11/01/2014 0611 6:18 Fronteras: How Will A Small Town In Arizona Manage An ICE Facility 
In Texas?  --  The numbers of migrants crossing the US/Mexico 
border has dropped dramatically since last summer. But that hasn’t 
stopped the federal government from forging ahead with building a 
series of family detention centers in the southwest. That’s because it 
wants to send a clear message to Central Americans if you come 
you will be detained and deported. The largest of these centers is 
under construction in South Texas.  The latest attempt to halt 
construction is from the Civil Rights and Environmental Law Clinics 
and the University of Texas School of Law. They wrote a letter to the 
Department of Homeland Security and the Environmental Protection 
Agency, It says DHS hastily approved the facility and failed to assess 
the environmental impacts and health impacts to detained mothers 
and children. Part of that letter points to the local aquifer and air 
pollution from nearby fracking operations.  As NPR’s John Burnett 
reports the government also bypassed the normal bidding process, 
using a small town in Arizona as the contractor for a detention center 
over 900 miles away in Texas. This story originally aired on Morning 
Edition on October 28th.

Environment 11/01/2014 0620 4:00 Fronteras: The mountain lion of Texas is known by many names in 
the Southwest. Cougars, panthers, pumas. In California it’s 
protected. In Arizona and New Mexico, you can hunt this predator but 
with strict limitations. In Texas, mountain lions can be hunted at will. 
Still, preliminary results from a four-year-old study suggest the 
number of Texas mountain lions is stable, and may be growing. 
Marfa Public Radio’s Lorne Matalon reports.

Culture 11/01/2014 0624 4:30 Fronteras: Two-Way on the Meaning of Dia de Los Muertos  --  This 
weekend people are also celebrating Dia De Los Muertos-Day of the 
Dead- to remember loved ones long gone. Many communities are 
having their own celebrations. One is Muertos Fest at San Antonio’s 
La Villita. Jesus de la Torre is director of the organization, Colectivo 
Cultural. He’s working to preserve old traditions.



Politics 11/01/2014 0630 11:00 Texas Matters:  As Texans head to the polls on Tuesday there will be 
many choices to make – issues to weigh and candidates to consider.  
But is the gender of the candidate a factor in Texas elections?  A first-
of-its-kind data set reveals that Texas is among the worst in the 
country in the number of women represented in elected positions, 
ranking number 46 out of 50 states.  But are Texans less likely to 
vote for women candidates? Or are women candidates less likely to 
run for office?  Betsy Mullins is the president and CEO  of “She 
Should Run.”

Politics 11/01/2014 0641 8:00 Texas Matters:  Once again the battle over a state senate seat in 
Tarrant County is the most closely watched legislative race in the 
state.  Two years ago it was Wendy Davis fighting for reelection in 
Senate District 10.  Now it’s a neighborhood association leader and a 
tea party organizer vying to replace Davis.  KERA’s Shelley Kofler 
has more on what’s at stake.

Culture 11/01/2014 0649 10:00 Texas Matters:  It was 150 years ago this November that the first 
battle of Adobe Walls was fought. A major military engagement in 
what is called the Indian Wars – the American genocidal campaign 
against the native peoples of the Great Plains.  The battle happened 
on November 25, 1865 and the American force was led by the 
famous scout Kit Carson. The battle ground is in The Texas 
Panhandle - Hutchison County about 75 miles north east of Amarillo.  
Historian Alvin R. Lynn has written a new book about the battle – in it 
he uncovers new information about what happen. The book is called 
Kit Carson and the First Battle of Adobe Walls. It’s published by 
Texas Tech University Press.

Politics 11/08/2014 0606 4:46 Fronteras: 2014 Election Shows Latinos “Underwhelmed” by 
Candidates, Analysts Say  --  There were a lot of expectations and 
predictions surrounding the so-called “Latino vote” in 2014. To give 
us a full recap, we speak to Matt Barreto, co-founder of the polling 
research firm, Latino Decisions.

Health 11/08/2014 0612 4:29 Fronteras: San Diego Program Reduces ER Visits, Improves Health  -
-  Federal officials say the sickest five percent of Americans rack up 
more than half of all health care costs. These people often have 
chronic health conditions, high rates of emergency room visits and 
hospitalizations. A San Diego program is attempting to teach these 
patients how to better navigate the health care system and manage 
their own conditions. KPBS health reporter Kenny Goldberg says the 
approach is labor intensive but actually saves money.

Politics 11/08/2014 0619 1:28 Fronteras: U.S. Senators From Texas Want To Begin Dismantling 
Obamacare Immediately  --  Texas Republican Senators John 
Cornyn and Ted Cruz plan on taking apart President Obama’s 
Affordable Care Act, piece by piece, following the Republican Senate 
takeover. Texas Public Radio’s Ryan Poppe has more on the story.



Health 11/08/2014 0621 2:13 Fronteras: UTHSC Clinic Program Expands To Provide Health Care 
to Head Start Parents  --  The UT Health Science Center at San 
Antonio is expanding on-site health care for thousands of young 
children enrolled in the Head Start program. It’s also adding health 
care for their parents, both in San Antonio and Uvalde.  Texas Public 
Radio’s Eileen Pace reports the Health Science Center is working to 
create a model that other cities can copy.

Environment 11/08/2014 0624 4:29 Fronteras: Fort Davis Snake Museum Owner on Myths and 
Misunderstandings about Snakes  --  Deadly rattlesnakes are a fact 
of life in West Texas, and even if you don’t hate snakes or aren’t 
particularly scared of them, you probably do your best to keep out of 
their way. But as Mia Warren tells us, there’s one man in Fort Davis 
who’s been doing just the opposite for most of his life.

Politics 11/08/2014 0630 10:00 Texas Matters:  Last Tuesday night Texas picked new office holders. 
There was little surprise that republicans again swept the state and 
Attorney General Greg Abbott will be sworn in as the next governor.  
TPR’s capital reporter Ryan Poppe covered the scene on election 
night.  And later Greg Abbott gave his victory speech as the governor 
elect of Texas.  Also that night democratic gubernatorial challenger 
State Senator Wendy Davis gave her concession speech and tried to 
put a positive face on a night of political loss.  While Abbott was 
expected to be elected governor, there was suspense over how 
close his democratic Davis would be in her defeat.  With the entry of 
Battleground Texas into state politics it was expected their voter 
registration, get out the vote efforts and media blitz would put some 
more blue on the Texas political map. But just the opposite 
happened. Davis only garnered 39% of the vote – less than that of 
former Houston mayor Bill White when he ran against Governor Rick 
Perry in 2010.  The shortcoming of battleground texas did not go 
unnoticed by Republicans like Ted Cruz who spoke to the crowd at 
the Abbott watch party election night.

Politics 11/08/2014 0640 7:00 Texas Matters:  Texas is more red now than before – the democrats 
have lost ground in critical counties like Bexar, normally a 
dependable democratic stronghold.  Jeremy Bird is Battleground 
Texas’ senior adviser and the former national field director for 
President Obama’s 2012 campaign. I spoke to Bird about what’s next 
for the organization.

Politics 11/08/2014 0647 5:00 Texas Matters:  For further analysis of the election returns and what 
happens next for Texas governance – we turn to Harvey Kronberg – 
editor of the Quorum Report. 



Politics 11/08/2014 0652 7:00 Texas Matters:  During the recent voting process in Texas polling 
officials were dealing with the implementation of voting i.d.  Voters 
had to provide photo identification before they could cast a ballot. 
The law was on again and off again after a federal judge in Corpus 
Christi found that the law was an unconstitutional poll tax and 
deliberately discriminated against minority voters. The judge threw 
out voter i.d. for the midterms but it was put back in place on appeal. 
But that’s not all that was in the ruling. Law professor Richard Hasen 
says tucked into the final pages of the decision was bombshell that 
could shake up Texas politics.  Richard L. Hasen is a professor at 
U.C. Irvine School of Law and is writing a book on campaign finance 
law and political equality for Yale University Press. He also writes the 
Election Law Blog.

Border 11/15/2014 0606 3:30 Fronteras: Texas Case vs Border Patrol May Set Precedent: 
Decision Said To Be Imminent  --  There’s a case before the courts 
in Texas right now that could set a precedent in allegations of racial 
profiling lodged against the Border Patrol. If it moves forward, the 
case could give people illegally seized by the Border Patrol the 
grounds to SUE an individual agent.  Fixed immigration checkpoints 
have their own set of laws regulating stops – they’re located within 
100 miles of the border – and you CAN be stopped without probable 
cause. But the laws for when you can be stopped by ROVING patrols 
are different. Marfa Public Radio’s Lorne Matalon has our story.

Education 11/15/2014 0610 3:00 Fronteras: English Classes For Adults About To Change In Texas  --  
For four decades most adults wanting to learn English have turned to 
Texas public schools. That will change next summer. As KERA’s Bill 
Zeeble reports, that’s causing confusion and concern for some, while 
others welcome the shift.

Education 11/15/2014 0615 5:00 Fronteras: First-Generation Texans Navigate A New World In KERA 
‘Generation One’ Series  --  One in three Texas kids is either an 
immigrant or the child of immigrants. While recent headlines have 
focused on children from Central America, they’re also arriving from 
China, Africa and the Middle East.  They’re the subject of a new 
KERA American Graduate series called Generation One.  Over the 
next two months, Stella Chavez will explore the challenges these 
kids face and the ways North Texas schools are trying to weave 
them into the American tapestry. First up, we’ll meet 18-year-old 
David Kapuku [kuh-POO-koo], a junior at Dallas’ Conrad High School 
who enrolled two weeks after arriving from the Democratic Republic 
of Congo.

Immigration 11/15/2014 0620 4:46 Fronteras: SA Immigrant Rights Activist Released From Detention  --  
An immigrant rights activist who lives in San Antonio is back home 
with his family. He was detained earlier this week but was released. 
Protestors rallied for his freedom and to stop his possible 
deportation. Democratic Congressman Loyld Doggett also 
intervened. He told Fronteras Host Crystal Chavez all about Alexi 
Cruz Flores.



Health 11/15/2014 0625 4:00 Fronteras: ACA Open Enrollment Opens This Weekend  --  Open 
enrollment for Health care dot-gov is slated to open this Saturday 
and a coalition of Bexar County organizations wants to get as many 
people registered as possible.  Texas Public Radio’s Joey Palacios 
reports.

Health 11/15/2014 0630 10:00 Texas Matters:  Texas Health and Human Services Commission  --  
The Department of Family and Protective Services, the Department 
of Aging and Disability Services, the Department of State Health 
Services, the Department of Assistive and Rehabilitative Services 
and the Texas Office for the Prevention of Developmental 
Disabilities: Five state agencies that would be combined into a mega-
agency – the Texas Health and Human Services Commission.  
Presently the five agencies employ more than 54 thousand staff, and 
in 2013 spent a combined $34.5 billion – 90 percent of that on 
Medicaid.  This consolidation of agencies is seen as an extension of 
a 2003 similar consolidation that shuffled 11 agencies into these five.  
And the proponents of the plan say the one mega agency will save 
money, increase efficiency, clear up confusion over who deals with 
what issues and rid the state of extra paperwork when dealing with 
federal government funding.  At Sunset Commission hearings held 
this week in Austin on the topic state lawmakers sounded optimistic 
about the proposal including state senator Jane Nelson, chair of the 
Sunset Commission and the Senate Finance Committee.  The 
proposed super agency the Health and Human Services Commission 
would then be responsible for a number of state services – including 
dealing with food stamps, Medicaid, Child protective services, 
women’s health services, the troubled state supported living centers, 
Texas state hospitals and other complex and thorny issues.  Some 
are wondering if this consolidation is actually in the best interest of 
Texans who depend on these agencies. Eileen Garcia is the CEO of 
Texans Care for Children.

Crime 11/16/2014 0640 9:00 Texas Matters:  Scott Panetti thinks Satan will kill him on December 
the third and he’s partly right. He’s scheduled to be executed that day 
by the state of Texas.  Panetti thinks the devil is behind all of his 
problems. That’s why he once tried to bury his furniture. And that’s 
why in 1992 he saved his head and murdered the parents of his 
estranged wife. And that’s why he represented himself at trial 
dressed as a cowboy and tried to call Jesus as a witness.  Panetti 
has a long history mental illness and was first diagnosed in 1978 at 
Brook Army Medical Center as suffering from schizophrenia.  There 
is no doubt that Panetti committed the double murder and there’s no 
doubt that he is mentally ill. The question is – is he too crazy to be 
executed. The state of Texas says no but others say yes. This week 
dozens of organizations and individuals called on the Texas Board of 
Pardons and Paroles and Governor Rick Perry to stop the execution. 
But these calls for clemency appear to have no affect.  And on Friday 
attorneys for Scott Panetti filed a new Motion in the 216th District 
Court in Kerrville which seeks to stay or modify the execution date in 
order to assess Panetti's competency to be executed.  Kathryn Kase 
of Texas Defender Service is Panetti’s attorney.



Politics 11/16/2014 0649 10:00 Texas Matters:  Texas continues to be a hot bed for testing what can 
be done with a gutted Voting Rights Act. This week five residents of 
Pasadena Texas filed a lawsuit against their City Council. They say a 
recently reconfiguring of the city's council districts dilutes the Latino 
vote. The Mexican American Legal Defense and Education Fund is 
joining the case. Nina Perales is MALDEF’s Vice President of 
Litigation and lead counsel in the case.

Immigration 11/22/2014 0606 1:25 Fronteras: San Antonio Reacts to President’s Action on Immigration  -
-  President Obama’s executive actions on immigration were met 
with mixed responses. TPR’s Joey Palacios reports even those 
protected under Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals –or DACA- in 
San Antonio felt the new policies did not go far enough…

Education 11/22/2014 0608 5:03 Fronteras: Going From Spanish (or Urdu or Arabic) to English  --  
Immigration is transforming Texas, especially its big city suburbs. 
Take the Grapevine-Colleyville school district in north Texas, which 
in the last decade has seen its overall student population shrink, 
while the number of non-white students has doubled. That’s where 
we’ll start the second chapter of our series, Generation One. As part 
of KERA’s American Graduate initiative, Stella Chavez visits the 
changing suburb to see how the schools are responding.

Economy 11/22/2014 0614 4:18 Fronteras: San Diego’s Richest Poor Neighborhood, Two Decades 
Later  --  City Heights could be called San Diego's richest-poor 
neighborhood. Since 2000, two foundations alone have invested 
more than a quarter billion dollars in the neighborhood. In a two-part 
series, Speak City Heights reporter Megan Burks asks what's come 
of all of that money? And are residents better off because of it?

Economy 11/22/2014 0620 4:17 Fronteras: Owning Change in Their Community: San Diego’s Richest-
Poor Neighborhood Part Two  --  Two foundations have spent a 
quarter billion dollars in City Heights in San Diego County, California 
with no statistical gains to show for it. We take a look at the hidden 
change in San Diego's richest-poor neighborhood. For Fronteras, 
Megan Burks reports.

Mexico 11/22/2014 0625 3:03 Fronteras: Typically patriotic Revolution Day, (Dia de la Revolución) 
this year a platform for protest  --  Thursday Mexico marked the 
104th anniversary of the Mexican revolution. This year, the day was 
transformed into a platform for nationwide protests and strikes. 
Anguish is mounting over the government’s response to the murders 
of 43 college students two months ago. A mayor in central Mexico, 
his wife and police are accused in the crime.  But why is Mexico in so 
much turmoil now, when so much previous bloodshed has faded 
from the headlines? The story from Marfa Public Radio's Lorne 
Matalon in Chihuahua.

Immigration 11/22/2014 0630 8:00 Texas Matters:  Inside the political sphere reactions to President 
Obama's prime time speech are predictable. But outside of politics 
reaction to the executive order on immigration has a different read.  
Tony Payan is the head of the Mexico Center at Rice University in 
Houston. He is the editor of Undecided Nation: Political Gridlock and 
the Immigration Crisis.  



Immigration 11/22/2014 0638 7:00 Texas Matters:  Jonathon Ryan is a South Texas based immigration 
attorney and the director of The Refugee and Immigrant Center for 
Education and Legal Services (RAICES).

Transportation 11/22/2014 0645 7:00 Texas Matters:  Is passenger rail really getting ready to move forward 
in Texas.  In the recent general election Austin rejected it’s billion 
dollar proposal for expanded light rail. That came on the heels of San 
Antonio pulling the plug on its streetcar plan. But this week an 
ambitious proposal for a passenger rail link between San Antonio 
and Austin was announced. And in development is a proposed bullet 
train that would whisk travelers from Houston to Dallas in 90 minutes. 
Transportation officials are traveling the state talking about that plan 
and getting warm reception, but an additional line between Dallas 
and Fort Worth generally got the cold shoulder at a meeting this 
week. KERA’s Bill Zeeble was there.

Drugs 11/22/2014 0652 7:00 Texas Matters:  A national marijuana reform group has set its eyes 
on helping get cannabis legal in Texas.  The group, Marijuana Policy 
Poject (MPP), has been behind several medical and legalization 
measures across the nation. Now they hope to have marijuana fully 
legal in Texas within five years, and possibly see medical marijuana 
be legalized in 2015, with a focus on at least getting the penalty for 
possession reduced.  Heather Fazio is with the Marijuana Policy 
Poject and says hopes are high for the next legislative session.

Immigration 11/29/2014 0606 11:00 Fronteras: College Student Diego Mancha on Being “DACAmented”  -
-  The president’s executive action on immigration is affecting 
families across the nation. Some people are still processing exactly 
how the news affects them. Diego Mancha is a junior at UT San 
Antonio. He’s been in the U.S. for twelve years now. When he was 
nine years old, his mother fled Mexico City in search of a better life.  
Diego is currently re-applying for Deferred Action for Childhood 
Arrival’s or DACA status. He’s been under the program’s protection 
from deportation for about two years. Diego came to Texas Public 
Radio this week to share his story. He told me he’s hopeful his 
paperwork will be approved again.

Immigration 11/29/2014 0619 4:55 Fronteras: Student from Guatemala Escaped Violence For A Fresh 
Start In Texas  --  Dilcia [DEAL-seeya] Mazariegos [MAZA-Re-
ayGyos] is one of thousands of Central American kids who has made 
the dangerous trek north in recent years. And just like many of them, 
she’s finding her way through the public school system. As part of 
KERA’s American Graduate series “Generation One,” Stella Chavez 
introduces us to this Plano high school student from Guatemala.

Culture 11/29/2014 0624 4:56 Fronteras: Thanksgiving Memories, A Marksman’s Pride on Winning 
the Family Meal  --  With another Thanksgiving Day come and gone, 
Fronteras commentator, Yvette Benavides, shares childhood 
memories of the unusual way that her father provided the family the 
centerpiece of their Thanksgiving Day meal. Her father was a 
marksman, a member of the Laredo Rifle and Pistol club.



Culture 11/29/2014 0630 29:00 Texas Matters:  Rodney Crowell is a Texas music legend. After 40 
years in the County music business with a string of hits that he’s 
recorded – produced and penned. The 63-year old Houston native is 
back with a new collection of songs titled “Tarpaper Sky.”  Crowell is 
a multi-Grammy winner, a member of the Nashville Songwriters Hall 
of Fame and the recipient of the 2009 Lifetime Achievement Award 
for Songwriting from the Americana Music Association. The Houston 
native has seen his songs covered and performed by many of the 
greats of Country Music.  Crowell is also a recognized author after 
the publication of his 2011 memoir “Chinaberry Sidewalks.” There, 
we learn the details of his Houston childhood, marked by poverty, 
turmoil and his volatile relationship with his father.  And there are 
echoes of Chinaberry Sidewalks in Tarpaper Sky – as well as echoes 
Crowell’s 1988 commercial breakthrough album Diamonds & Dirt.  
Texas Public Radio’s Yvette Benavides spoke to Crowell about the 
new album.

Immigration 12/06/2014 0606 4:45 Fronteras: Perry, Abbott Challenge Obama’s Executive Action on 
Immigration  --  Republican leaders in Texas have been answering 
President Obama’s executive action on immigration. Governor Rick 
Perry issued an executive order of his own. And Governor-elect 
Gregg Abbott, currently the attorney general, is leading a multi-state 
lawsuit challenging the President’s action on immigration. Here to 
help us sort through the week’s news, state capitol reporter Ryan 
Poppe.

Immigration 12/06/2014 0611 3:56 Fronteras: Groups Helping People Figure Out If They Might Qualify 
for President’s Protection From Deportation  --  Immigrants hoping 
for deferred deportation status have another two to six months 
before applications will be available for President Obama’s 
Immigration Accountability Executive Actions program. But many of 
them don’t know that.  Texas Public Radio’s Eileen Pace reports 
attorneys and refugee organizations in Texas have been working non-
stop to answer the tide of questions arising from the president’s 
speech.  

Education 12/06/2014 0615 1:06 Fronteras: Hispanic Chamber Study Ties Education to Economic 
Success  --  The San Antonio Hispanic Chamber of Commerce has 
released a study on the effects of education on Economic 
development. TPR’s Joey Palacios reports business leaders are 
calling for all children to have a fair shot in the classroom.

Immigration 12/06/2014 0617 0:47 Fronteras: Covered California Tells Latinos Enrollment Info Isn’t 
Shared With Immigration Authorities  --  Covered California has 
joined forces with immigrant rights leaders and government officials 
to urge Latinos to sign up for health coverage. KPBS Health Reporter 
Kenny Goldberg says many Latinos are reluctant to enroll, for fear 
their information could be used to deport undocumented family 
members.



Environment 12/06/2014 0619 3:10 Fronteras: Case to Determine Whether Landowners Can Export 
Their Precious Water Amid Drought  --  Ranchers and farmers 
who’ve been battered for years by drought find themselves sitting on 
an increasingly valuable resource, their underground water. Now, a 
case over water rights-- that will resonate across the southwest-- is 
before the courts in Texas. At stake -- can ranchers and farmers 
export their water, especially to Mexico, while the U.S. suffers 
through some of the driest times on record?  Lorne Matalon reports.

Health 12/06/2014 0622 1:11 Fronteras: New Safety Proposals Aimed at Deadly Chemical 
Accidents  --  The federal agency that investigates chemical plant 
explosions has revealed a sweeping set of new safety proposals. 
They hit at the heart of industries, and accidents, in Texas, as we 
hear from News 88.7’s energy and environment reporter, Dave 
Fehling.

Politics 12/06/2014 0623 2:43 Fronteras: Dallas County Sheriff Lupe Valdez Recalls Her First 
Election: ‘I Thought I Had Lost’  --  The StoryCorps MobileBooth is in 
Dallas. Today, we bring you the story of Dallas County Sheriff Lupe 
Valdez. When she first ran for office in 2004, Valdez was an 
unknown – and had a lot going against her. Valdez sat down with her 
friend, Claudio Taffer, to talk about that first election.

Economy 12/06/2014 0630 9:00 Texas Matters:  Sometime in November the one billionth barrel of oil 
was pumped out of the Eagle Ford Shale play – that’s according to 
the research firm Wood Mackenzie.  More than 70 percent of that 
production has occurred in the last two years.  The milestone comes 
at a time when oil prices are going through a steep drop. Right now a 
barrel of U.S. crude is going for under 70 dollars a barrel. And many 
in the industry have discussed plans to pull back on U.S. shale 
production.  But for the Eagle Ford, many speculate that break-even 
price for production to remain profitable is around $50 in much of the 
play.  The Karnes Trough, one of the best areas of 30 county area of 
the Eagle Ford, analysts predict it would be profitable, even if the 
price of oil fell into the $40s range.  The region has had more than 
10,000 completed wells and now accounts for 16 percent of the total 
U.S. oil production. In 2013, it generated $87 billion in total economic 
output for the state of Texas.  The rig count is holding steady. But no 
one knows what the Eagle Ford will look like in the coming year – but 
for the tiny town of Nordheim – they’re wondering if they are fated to 
become the dump site for the Eagle Ford.

Health 12/06/2014 0639 10:00 Texas Matters:  Susan C. Nagel is an author of the study 
“Developmental and reproductive effects of Chemical associated 
with unconventional oil and gas operations.” It was published 
Thursday in the peer-reviewed journal “Reviews on Environmental 
Health” It show that chemicals from fracking are linked to serious 
reproductive and developmental health problems, including birth 
defects, infertility, miscarriage, impaired fetal growth, and others.



Politics 12/06/2014 0649 10:00 Texas Matters:  Anti-fracking activists took their concerns to the 
voters of Denton Texas in the recent November general election and 
passed a city fracking ban. It went into effect on December first. But 
industry leaders and the Texas Rail Road Commission say that 
doesn’t matter.  It’s still “drill baby drill.”  The Texas Oil and Gas 
Association and the Texas General Land Commission are now suing 
Denton over the frack ban.  Cathy McMullan is the president of Frack 
Free Denton.

Education 12/13/2014 0606 4:59 Fronteras: Generation One - Helping Kids Learn English, And 
Spanish, Too  --  Over the past few decades, student bodies in North 
Texas have been transformed by demographic change. Schools 
have also transformed the way they teach English – by teaching 
Spanish too. In the latest chapter of KERA’s American Graduate 
series Generation One, Stella Chavez checks in at a Grand Prairie 
school that starts dual language teaching as early as pre-K.

Mexico 12/13/2014 0611 4:12 Fronteras: Health Advocates Cheer Initial Results Of Mexico’s Soda 
Tax  --  The City of Berkeley gained widespread attention a few 
weeks back when voters there passed the nation's first soda tax. 
Other U.S. cities have tried and failed to regulate sodas and other 
sugary drinks as a way to combat obesity and related health 
problems. But there is one country that's been taxing sugary drinks 
for almost a year now. Fronteras reporter Jill Replogle (REP-low-
guhl) tells us that Mexico's soda tax seems to be producing some 
results.

Crime 12/13/2014 0616 2:47 Fronteras: Mexico Facing Police Reform Challenges  --  Mexico’s 
president wants to change his country’s constitution to replace local 
police with state police. He also wants legal authority to take over 
municipal governments infiltrated by organized crime. But ongoing 
protests and recent polls suggest Mexicans aren’t convinced the 
change will make a difference.  The move follows disgust in Mexico 
over a long delay by the federal government to investigate the 
murders of 43 college students. Mexico’s Attorney General says the 
slaughter was committed by drug gang killers working with local 
police on orders from an elected mayor. Lorne Matalon reports from 
Chihuahua, Mexico.

Immigration 12/13/2014 0619 2:47 Fronteras: Texas Tops List of States Where Central American 
Minors Ended Up  --  We now have more information on exactly 
where all of those Central American minors who came to the U.S. 
alone earlier this year, ended up. Jens Manuel(Spanish) Krogstad 
(CROWg-stad) crunched the government numbers for Pew 
Research Center.

Culture 12/13/2014 0626 1:26 Fronteras: Of Families, Legacy, And The True Spirit Of Christmas  --  
Now to a passion play with roots that go further than Texas, and 
further than Mexico. Arts and Culture Reporter Jack Morgan has 
more.



Economy 12/13/2014 0630 10:00 Texas Matters:  Texas is certainly the Lone Star State – but it 
appears to be composed of two different states. One for the wealthy 
and the other for the impoverished and these states are growing ever 
further apart.  The income gap in Texas has never been bigger. The 
incomes of the richest 5 percent of households were 14.3 times 
greater than those of the poorest 20 percent. – That’s according to 
the Center on Budget and Policy Priorities.  And a new study – using 
data from the IRS – says the rich are getting richer and the poor 
have a shrinking chance of working their way out of poverty.  Mark 
Frank, an economics professor at Sam Houston State University, 
compiled the research.

Environment 12/13/2014 0640 10:00 Texas Matters:  It’s been over 4 years since the Deepwater Horizon 
explosion and BP oil spill. The underwater gusher pumped crude into 
the Gulf of Mexico for 87 days and is considered the worst maritime 
oil disaster in history. The US Government estimated the total 
discharge at 5 million barrels. But that number is uncertain and there 
are some reports that the well site continues to leak oil into the Gulf.  
In November 2012, BP and the Department of Justice reached a 
settlement and in part agreed to a record-setting $4 and a half billion 
dollars in fines and other payments.  Much of that money will be used 
for restoration of the Gulf of Mexico and funding major projects that 
could protect the health of the Gulf’s eco system for decades.  This 
week the National Wildlife Federation released a report, "Restoring 
the Gulf of Mexico for People and Wildlife: Recommended Projects 
and Priorities," that describes restoration projects for all five Gulf 
States including Texas. It outlining paths toward comprehensive 
ecosystem restoration for the Gulf Coast.  David Muth is the Gulf 
Program Director for the National Wildlife Federation.  Also involved 
in the project is Ryan Fikes and he is a Texas-based scientist for the 
National Wildlife Federation.

Economy 12/13/2014 0650 9:00 Texas Matters:  The City of Grand Prairie wants to build an indoor ski 
resort with a run as tall as Arlington’s AT&T Stadium. The 400 million 
dollar project would be the largest in the United States, with 7 slopes, 
a snow-board course with an Olympic half-pipe, and the first Hard 
Rock Hotel in Texas.  KERA’s Doualy Xaykaothao looks into the 
economic and environmental impact this megaproject could have for 
North Texas. 

Drugs 12/20/2014 0606 3:14 Fronteras: San Diego Officers Seize 132,000 Marijuana Plants in 
2014  --  In California, marijuana is legal for medical purposes. But 
the San Diego County's Narcotics Task Force says the marijuana 
business is very dangerous for children. KPBS reporter Matt Bowler 
says the task force outlined four ways they say the pot business puts 
children at risk … But pot advocates say the task force is being 
alarmist.

Education 12/20/2014 0610 5:26 Fronteras: Generation One - Chinese Students Leave Mom And Dad 
Behind For School In The U.S.  --  A decade ago, 600 or so Chinese 
students attended high school in the United States. Today, there are 
more than 38,000. In the latest chapter of KERA’s American 
Graduate series, Generation One, Stella Chavez profiles one 
Chinese teen who’s making the transition at a Garland charter 
school.



Border 12/20/2014 0618 3:15 Fronteras: Border Patrol Completes Recruitment Drive Aimed At 
Women  --  The Border Patrol is looking for more female agents. Law 
enforcement is by and large a male dominated business. Women 
make up fifteen percent of the staff in a typical federal law 
enforcement agency. In the Border Patrol, only five percent of the 
agents are women. In an effort to change that, NPR’s John Burnett 
reported on Morning Edition, the border patrol has completed its first 
recruitment drive directed at women.

Culture 12/20/2014 0622 5:12 Fronteras: Mexican-American Holiday Cuisine More Than Just 
Tamales  --  There's more to Mexican American cuisine than just 
tamales at during the Christmas season. Oh, tamales--making and 
eating them--are an indispensable part of the holidays.  But even 
connoisseurs of tamales make room for other gustatory pleasures 
around this special time of the year.  Pomegranate, peppers, and 
pansas: These are a few of Fronteras commentator Yvette 
Benavides' favorite things.  "Fronteras" commentator Yvette 
Benavides is a San Antonio writer. She was recently nominated for a 
Push Cart Award. And she’s a professor of English at Our Lady of 
the Lake University.

Culture 12/20/2014 0630 6:00 Texas Matters:  The Oxford American is a national magazine 
dedicated to featuring the best in Southern writing while documenting 
the complexity and vitality of the American South.  Each December 
the magazine is dedicated to the music of a southern state and this 
year Texas gets its turn. It can be ordered online at  
www.oxfordamerican.org.  David Martin Davies spoke with the editor 
of the Oxford American Roger Hodge about the process

Culture 12/20/2014 0636 6:00 Texas Matters:  Texas is rich with great song writers who didn’t find 
massive global fame but minted hits for others.  Guy Clark fits into 
that category. He won a Grammy this year for best folk album for “My 
favorite picture of you.” But he has been producing records since 
1975 and is seen as a songwriter’s songwriter. Tamara Saviano 
writes in the Oxford American Guy Clark is actually an old school 
poet.

Culture 12/20/2014 0642 5:00 Texas Matters:  Naomi Shihab Nye reads her poem "We Always 
Needed You" and explains to David Martin Davies about her 
encounter with Townes Van Zandt that inspired the poem.

Culture 12/20/2014 0647 6:00 Texas Matters:  Although he wasn’t born and raised in Texas – 
Daniel Johnston is considered a Texas songwriter and performer 
because he is so closely associated with Austin. It was in the 1980’s 
that Johnston rose to fame with his unusual songs and strange 
behavior. He’s been diagnosed with schizophrenia and bipolar 
disorder.  Louis Black, who is the founder of South By Southwest and 
the co-founder and editor of the Austin Chronicle, says Johnston 
speaks to Austin because it’s the only city where Johnston could 
have been discovered and celebrated.



Culture 12/20/2014 0653 6:00 Texas Matters:  When you think about legendary Texas musicians 
you may not immediately think of Little Joe – but maybe you should. 
Little Joe y la Familia have been performing around the state for over 
50 years and defining the Latin sounds also known as Tejano. Writer 
and journalist Michelle Garcia says Little Joe and other Tejano and 
cojunto musicians are part of the Land of Texas.

Culture 12/27/2014 0606 23:00 Fronteras: “El Charro De Oro”  --  His singing is beautiful; it takes you 
to another place, because of his joy and passion. It connects even to 
those who don't always understand the words. I’m talking about the 
12 year-old Mariachi-“El Charro De Oro”—San Antonio’s own 
Sebastien De La Cruz.  You probably remember him from the 
controversy and headlines he sparked during and after his 
performance of the National Anthem during the NBA Spurs finals last 
year. The Latino boy performed, as usual, in a full traditional Mariachi 
outfit. There was a string of racist tweets. But Sebastien’s classy and 
mature reaction stole the show—and the Spurs asked him back to 
sing again in Game 4. On this edition of Fronteras, we talk to 
Sebastien about his love of mariachi, how he juggles school and his 
career, and his thoughts on race and culture in America.

Culture 12/27/2014 0630 29:00 Texas Matters:  Texas Christmas Stories  --  "Laredo Christmas 
Story" by Luisa Benavides, "Feliz Navidad: Christmas en La Calle 
Matamoros" by Mary Olivia Patiño, "White Christmas in South Texas" 
by Belza Elia Ramos, "Hard Candy People" by Janie Alonso, "Why?" 
by Maria Gabriela Madrid, and "Christmas Games" by Edna Kitchen.


